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Access 
Copy the following link in your browser. Please note that the link only works in a Chrome or Edge 

browser. 

https://healthbe-

fcse.saasnow.com/SASJobExecution/?_program=/REPOSITORY/VIEWER/PLM/Get_latest_report 

Accessing the Paloma dashboard requires a log in via an eID card reader or itsme. If you need help using 

either of these log in methods, you can find a link to short manual in the read me of the dashboard. 

Change log 

25/02/2021 
• Replaced test to test 1 in Tests page and added various test 2 measures to the Table View. 

19/03/2021 
• Expanded the “Documentation” page (renamed to “Documentantion and export”) with a link a 

separate export report; 

• Created a separate export report to allow the user to expert 3 different views; 

• Added two new variables to the table view in the Tests page (positive test % and total positive 

tests); 

• Changed test 1 and test 2 logic . 

20/05/2021 
• "Country (from)" filter changed to a multi select; 

• Professional trip type added to "Filters" prompt (with dynamic filtering on Professional Trip Type 

detail); 

• Professional trip type detail added to "Filters" prompt; 

• Created Arrival Bar (copy of Arrival Line but in a bar chart) on the Volume PLF page; 

• Created Table View (table with Arrivals RED zone, Arrivals ORANGE zone, Arrivals OTHER zone, 

Arrivals, % RED zone, % ORANGE zone, % OTHER) on the Volume PLF page; 

• Created Function View (crosstab with Triggered, Resident, Professional trip type, Attest number by 

Arrival date) on the Volume PLF page; 

• Created Triggered View (crosstab with Triggered, Triggered detail by Arrival date) on the Volume PLF 

page; 

• Created Timeseries View (table with Arrival date, Arrivals, Total first tests / Arrivals) on the Tests 

page; 

01/06/2021 
• Fixed the labels for professional trip type; 

• Removed “total to test with SSIN’ from Data Export views (p.12,18); 

• Added “Triggered” to Provinces and Belgium and Arrival countries views in the Data Export (p.12); 

• Updated glossary with new definitions (p.13-18); 

• Removed professional trip type detail drop down in “Filters” prompt and changed the multi selected 

to the professional trip type detail (previously, it was the professional trip type codes); 

https://healthbe-fcse.saasnow.com/SASJobExecution/?_program=/REPOSITORY/VIEWER/PLM/Get_latest_report
https://healthbe-fcse.saasnow.com/SASJobExecution/?_program=/REPOSITORY/VIEWER/PLM/Get_latest_report
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15/07/2021 
• Added 11 new filters to ‘Filter’ prompt in all the dashboard tabs (for definitions of these filters, 

please refer to the glossary): 

o Quarantine 

o Any PCR test 

o PCR test 1 

o PCR test 2 

o Any certificate 

o Vaccination certificate 

o Recovery certificate 

o Negative certificate 

o Applied Quarantine rule 

o Applied PCR test 1 rule 

o Applied PCR test 2 rule 
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Reporting elements 
Suppression (GDPR): values lower than 5 and greater than 0 are censored to prevent identification of 

individuals. When showing totals and in order to prevent the computing of censored values, the second 

lowest value (even if this value is >5) will also be censored. 

Arrivals by transport type 
The Arrivals by transport type page shows an overview of the arrivals by risk zone and transport type.  

The main view of the page shows three charts by transport type: a chart for arrivals from a red risk zone, 

a chart of arrivals from an orange risk zone and a summary chart with all arrivals by zone (including from 

no risk zones) by transport type. These charts can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, 

triggered, country (from), future arrivals, travel type, residents, professional trip type, quarantine, any 

PCR test, PCR test 1, PCR test 2, any certificate, vaccination certificate, recovery certificate, negative 

certificate, applied quarantine rule, applied PCR test 1 rule, applied PCR test 2 rule  (all in filters prompt) 

by using the filters in the header bar. 

 

The second view is the table view, which includes geographical detail (region and province) and which 

can also be filtered by travel type and covid risk (multiple selections possible). Similar to the main view, 

the data in the table can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, country (from), 

future arrivals (in filters prompt), travel type (in filters prompt), residents (in filters prompt), 

professional trip type (in filters prompt), etc. by using the filters in the header bar. 
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The risk zones of your selection is summarized in the top left corner above the table. 

Arrivals by province 
The Arrivals by province page shows an overview of the arrivals by province and region. 

The main view consists of two color-coded maps (province or region), with the intensity of color 

correlating to the total number of arrivals, and a summary table. The reporting elements can be filtered 

by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, country (from), future arrivals (in filters prompt), travel 

type (in filters prompt), residents (in filters prompt), professional trip type (in filters prompt), etc. by 

using the filters in the header bar. 

The total number of arrivals and the risk zones of your selection are summarized in the top left corner 

above the map. You can view the municipality level by clicking in a specific province.  
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Arrivals by municipality 
The Arrivals by municipality page shows an overview of arrivals by municipality. 

The main view consists of a color-coded map with the intensity of color correlating to the total number 

of arrivals. The map can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, country (from), 

future arrivals (in filters prompt), travel type (in filters prompt), residents (in filters prompt), 

professional trip type (in filters prompt), etc. by using the filters in the header bar. 

 

The total number of arrivals and the risk zones of your selection are summarized in the top left corner 

above the map. It is possible to get arrivals at zip code level by double-clicking on a municipality in the 

map. You can search for a specific location by clicking the  icon in the top left corner of the map. It’s 

also possible to zoom in, zoom out or maximize by using the options to the right of the map. 

Volume PLF 
The Volume PLF page shows a time series of form submissions.  

The arrival line and arrival bar views show a time series, either a line chart or bar chart, of the form 

submissions by arrival date and covid risk zone. The view can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk 

zone, triggered, country (from), future arrivals (in filters prompt), travel type (in filters prompt), 

residents (in filters prompt), professional trip type (in filters prompt), creation date (slider) etc. by using 

the filters in the header bar. The 

total number of forms submitted 

and the risk zone selection are 

summarized in the top left corner 

of the graph. By default, all covid 

risk zones are selected.  

The creation date view shows a 

time series of the form 

submissions by submission date 
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and covid risk zone. The view can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, country 

(from), future arrivals (in filters prompt), travel type (in filters prompt), residents (in filters prompt), 

professional trip type (in filters prompt), creation date (slider) etc. by using the filters in the header bar. 

The total number of forms submitted and the risk zone selection are summarized in the top left corner 

of the graph. By default, all covid risk zones are selected. 

 

The crosstab view, which includes geographical detail (region, province, district, municipality and zip 

code) and which can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, country (from), future 

arrivals (in filters prompt), travel type (in filters prompt), residents (in filters prompt), professional trip 

type (in filters prompt), creation date (slider) etc by using the filters in the header bar. 

 

The total number of forms submitted and the risk zone selection are summarized in the top left corner 

of the graph. By default, all covid risk zones are selected.  
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The table view consists of a table which acts as a time series of arrivals per zone type (RED, ORANGE and 

NONE). The table shows the arrivals per zone, the total arrivals and the % of the zone arrivals versus the 

total arrivals. Like the other views, the table can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, 

triggered, country (from), 

future arrivals (in filters 

prompt), travel type (in 

filters prompt), residents (in 

filters prompt), professional 

trip type (in filters prompt),  

creation date (slider) etc. by 

using the filters in the 

header bar. 

 

The function view includes a 

crosstab with the number of forms for triggered, resident, professional trip type and attest number by 

arrival data. Like the other 

views, the table can be 

filtered by arrival data 

(slider), covid risk zone, 

triggered, country (from), 

future arrivals (in filters 

prompt), travel type (in 

filters prompt), residents (in 

filters prompt), professional 

trip type (in filters prompt), , 

creation date (slider) etc. by 

using the filters in the 

header bar. 

 

The triggered view includes a crosstab with the number of forms for triggered and their required action, 

namely PCR test 1, PCR test 2 

and quarantine.. Like the 

other views, the table can be 

filtered by arrival data (slider), 

covid risk zone, triggered, 

country (from), future arrivals 

(in filters prompt), travel type 

(in filters prompt), residents 

(in filters prompt), 

professional trip type (in filters 

prompt), creation date (slider) 
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etc. by using the filters in the header bar.  

Tests 
The Tests page shows the geographical spread of testing for COVID-19. 

The main view consists of several reporting elements; a list by province and a map by municipality 

colour-coded by the amount of tests, with the intensity of the colour being determined by the 

percentage of tests completed. These can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, 

country (from), future arrivals, travel type, residents, professional trip type, quarantine, any PCR test, 

PCR test 1, PCR test 2, any certificate, vaccination certificate, recovery certificate, negative certificate, 

applied quarantine rule, applied PCR test 1 rule, applied PCR test 2 rule. The percentage calculation can 

be changed (the calculation can be done on total test, total tests with SSIN or arrivals red zone – see 

glossary for details) by using the filters in the header bar. The main view only contains results from first 

tests. Please note that in order to see test results for specific groups of people, e.g. people without a 

vaccination certificate, select the appropriate filters. 
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Another element is a time series of tests, which either shows the distribution of tests (positive, negative, 

no test, no SSIN and unknown – see glossary for details) over time, but as an actual number. It can also 

show a time series of the percentage tests and percentage positive tests. These two time series can be 

viewed by arrival date or by test date by using the option bar below the selected time series.  

The second view is a detailed table view, which includes geographical detail (region, province, district, 

municipality and zip code) and which can be filtered by arrival data (slider), covid risk zone, triggered, 

country (from), future arrivals, travel type, residents, professional trip type, quarantine, any PCR test, 

PCR test 1, PCR test 2, any certificate, vaccination certificate, recovery certificate, negative certificate, 

applied quarantine rule, applied PCR test 1 rule, applied PCR test 2 rule in the header bar. The table 

contains details on first and second tests. 

 

Important to note here is that your selection in the percentage calculation parameter will dictate the 

calculation applied to the blue column in the table. Any data shown in the Tests page is never older than 

60 days. 
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The last view consists of a table with the total firsts tests, arrivals the percentage of arrivals with a first 

test per arrival date. The percentage calculation does not apply to this view. 

Risk zones 
The Risk zones page shows an overview of the COVID-19 risk zones with arrivals into Belgium. 

The main top regions view is an interactive dashboard highlighting the risk zones with (country or 

region)  arrivals in Belgium and time series showing the arrivals over a defined period. In the last version, 

it is now also possible to see the return destinations of arrivals from risk zones.  

The amount of geo locations shown (country or regions) is controlled by the top geo rank slider in the 

header bar (default is 10). To view the evolution of the covid risk zone for a specific regions in a country 

(by default, it is empty) select a country and the region(s) you want to view. In the example below, 

France with the Paris region are selected. The colour coding of the country and the regions is done 

based on the percentage of arrivals from red zones that have been red for more than two weeks.  
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The dashboard can either show all arrivals or only the arrivals with a positive test. When selecting the 

arrivals with a positive test, the ranking is based on the absolute number of positive tests and sorted by 

the percentage of positive tests. Two additional views have been added: the return destination view, 

which will show you the number of people returning from the selected country and region(s) by Belgian 

province and a list table with test information for the selected country and region(s).Details can be 

found in the glossary. You can search for a specific country or region by typing the name in English.  

The map view highlights the countries based on the number of  arrivals in Belgium (either total arrivals 

or arrivals from red risk zones – controlled by the buttons below the map). The map is colour-coded 

based on number of arrivals. The amount of countries highlighted is controlled by the top geo rank slider 

in the header bar (default is 10). The horizon of arrivals can be controlled by the arrival date slider in the 

header bar. Similar to the top regions view, when selecting the arrivals with a positive test, the colour-

coding is based on the absolute number of positive tests and sorted by the percentage of positive tests. 

Hovering over a country of the map will show a detailed tooltip for the relevant country. Double clicking 

on a country will show you the return destinations (in Belgium) for the selected country. 

The last view is a detailed crosstab view which shows the total number of arrivals in Belgium, COVID-19 

risk and horizon of the arrivals by country and region. You can look for a specific country or location by 

using the text fields above the crosstab. The data can be filtered by using the arrival date slider, future 

arrivals or covid risk zone (multiple selections possible) and triggered filters in the header bar.  
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The top geo rank slider 

in the header bar has 

no effect on the table. 

Any data shown in the 

Risk zones page is 

never older than 60 

days. 
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Documentation and export 
The documentation page contains links to the user manual and to a document that explains the 

authentication procedure. Additionally, a new link was added which will take you to a separate 

dashboard for exporting Paloma data. 

 

Data Export 
The Data Export dashboard consists of a one page with 3 different views to export: 

▪ Months: a view of arrivals per arrival month (at the Belgium level) 

▪ Provinces and Belgium: a view of arrivals per province and for the total of Belgium  

▪ Arrival countries: a view of the arrivals per country where the arrival is coming from 

The date under table shows the horizon to which the data in the table applies.  

You can export the data by hovering over the table and clicking the  icon. Press “Export data” in the 

menu  and do the necessary selection in the options.  
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Glossary 

Paloma Dashboard 
▪ Test 1: any first test within 14 days after arrival 

▪ Test 2: any second test at least 4 days after TEST1 within 14 days after arrival 

▪ Interval: the interval of test validity is the day before arrival until two weeks after arrival (inclusive) 

▪ Total to test with triggered yes: number of individuals arriving/returning to Belgium and who need 

to be tested (depending on current testing strategies) 

▪ Total to test with SSIN with triggered yes: number of individuals with SSIN arriving/returning to 

Belgium and who need to be tested (depending on current testing strategies) 

Arrivals by transport type 
▪ Covid risk zone: colour-coded identifier of COVID-19 infection risk outside of Belgium (orange is 

medium risk and red is high risk) 

▪ Triggered*: flag that dictates whether a plf is evaluated as suspicious (arrival from red zone) and 

triggered for further evaluation for quarantaine, pcr 1 and/or pcr2 test depending on the rules 

applicable [based on latest form data] (to combine with any pcr test for having those to be tested) 

▪ Country (from)*: country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form data] 

▪ Future arrivals*: individuals who will be arriving in Belgium on a future date. To select future arrivals 

only, select “yes” in the filter. Individuals who have arrived in in the past or today can be selected by 

selecting “no”, whilst clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). [based on latest 

form data] 

▪ Travel type*: type of arrival transport (bus, car, flight, ship or train) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Resident*: the individual has indicated that he or she is a resident of Belgium [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ Professional trip type*: the type/reason of the trip (can be professional or non-professional) [based 

on latest form data] 

▪ Quarantine: flag that dictates whether quarantine is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ Any PCR test: flag that dictates whether a first or second PCR test is required [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ PCR test 1: flag that dictates whether a first PCR test is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ PCR test 2: flag that dictates whether a second PCR test is required [based on latest form data]  

▪ Any certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate, recovery 

certificate or a negative test certificate 

▪ Vaccination certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate 

▪ Recovery certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a recovery certificate 

▪ Negative certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a negative test certificate 

▪ Applied Quarantine rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs (or not) 

to go into quarantine 10 days   

▪ Applied PCR test 1 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

first PCR test  

▪ Applied PCR test 2 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

second PCR test 

▪ Arrivals*: number of individuals arriving in Belgium [based on latest form data] 
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▪ Total first tests: total number of first tests completed either positive or negative [based on 

Sciensano data] 

▪ % positive test 1: percentage of first tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data] 

Arrivals by province 
▪ Covid risk zone: colour-coded identifier of COVID-19 infection risk outside of Belgium (orange is 

medium risk and red is high risk) 

▪ Triggered*: flag that dictates whether a plf is evaluated as suspicious (arrival from red zone) and 

triggered for further evaluation for quarantaine, pcr 1 and/or pcr2 test depending on the rules 

applicable [based on latest form data] (to combine with any pcr test for having those to be tested) 

▪ Country (from)*: country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form data] 

▪ Future arrivals*: individuals who will be arriving in Belgium on a future date. To select future arrivals 

only, select “yes” in the filter. Individuals who have arrived in in the past or today can be selected by 

selecting “no”, whilst clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). [based on latest 

form data] 

▪ Travel type*: type of arrival transport (bus, car, flight, ship or train) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Resident*: the individual has indicated that he or she is a resident of Belgium [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ Professional trip type*: the type/reason of the trip (can be professional or non-professional) [based 

on latest form data] 

▪ Quarantine: flag that dictates whether quarantine is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ Any PCR test: flag that dictates whether a first or second PCR test is required [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ PCR test 1: flag that dictates whether a first PCR test is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ PCR test 2: flag that dictates whether a second PCR test is required [based on latest form data]  

▪ Any certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate, recovery 

certificate or a negative test certificate 

▪ Vaccination certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate 

▪ Recovery certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a recovery certificate 

▪ Negative certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a negative test certificate 

▪ Applied Quarantine rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs (or not) 

to go into quarantine 10 days   

▪ Applied PCR test 1 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

first PCR test  

▪ Applied PCR test 2 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

second PCR test 

▪ Arrivals*: number of individuals arriving in Belgium [based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals RED zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone (this is the 

total population that needs to be tested) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals ORANGE zone*: : number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from an orange risk zone 

(this is the total population that needs to be tested) [based on latest form data] 

▪ % positive test 1: percentage of first tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data] 
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Arrival by municipality  
▪ Covid risk zone: colour-coded identifier of COVID-19 infection risk outside of Belgium (orange is 

medium risk and red is high risk) 

▪ Triggered*: flag that dictates whether a plf is evaluated as suspicious (arrival from red zone) and 

triggered for further evaluation for quarantaine, pcr 1 and/or pcr2 test depending on the rules 

applicable [based on latest form data] 

▪ Country (from)*: country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form data] 

▪ Future arrivals*: individuals who will be arriving in Belgium on a future date. To select future arrivals 

only, select “yes” in the filter. Individuals who have arrived in in the past or today can be selected by 

selecting “no”, whilst clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). [based on latest 

form data] (to combine with any pcr test for having those to be tested) 

▪ clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). [based on latest form data] 

▪ Travel type*: type of arrival transport (bus, car, flight, ship or train) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Resident*: the individual has indicated that he or she is a resident of Belgium [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ Professional trip type*: the type/reason of the trip (can be professional or non-professional) [based 

on latest form data] 

▪ Quarantine: flag that dictates whether quarantine is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ Any PCR test: flag that dictates whether a first or second PCR test is required [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ PCR test 1: flag that dictates whether a first PCR test is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ PCR test 2: flag that dictates whether a second PCR test is required [based on latest form data]  

▪ Any certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate, recovery 

certificate or a negative test certificate 

▪ Vaccination certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate 

▪ Recovery certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a recovery certificate 

▪ Negative certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a negative test certificate 

▪ Applied Quarantine rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs (or not) 

to go into quarantine 10 days   

▪ Applied PCR test 1 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

first PCR test  

▪ Applied PCR test 2 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

second PCR test 

▪ Arrivals*: number of individuals arriving in Belgium [based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals RED zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone (this is the 

total population that needs to be tested) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals ORANGE zone*: : number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from an orange risk zone 

(this is the total population that needs to be tested) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals OTHER: number of individuals who returned from a destination without an ORANGE or RED 

risk label (this is the total population that needs to be tested) [based on latest form data] 

▪ % RED zone: percentage of total individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone 

▪ % ORANGE zone: percentage of total individuals who arrived in Belgium from an orange risk zone 

▪ % OTHER: percentage of total individuals who arrived in Belgium from a destination without an 

ORANGE or RED risk label 
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▪ % positive test 1: percentage of first tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data] 

Volume PLF 
▪ Covid risk zone: colour-coded identifier of COVID-19 infection risk outside of Belgium (orange is 

medium risk and red is high risk) 

▪ Triggered*: flag that dictates whether a plf is evaluated as suspicious (arrival from red zone) and 

triggered for further evaluation for quarantaine, pcr 1 and/or pcr2 test depending on the rules 

applicable [based on latest form data (to combine with any pcr test for having those to be tested) 

▪ Country (from)*: country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form data] 

▪ Future arrivals*: individuals who will be arriving in Belgium on a future date. To select future arrivals 

only, select “yes” in the filter. Individuals who have arrived in in the past or today can be selected by 

selecting “no”, whilst clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). [based on latest 

form data] 

▪ Travel type*: type of arrival transport (bus, car, flight, ship or train) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Resident*: the individual has indicated that he or she is a resident of Belgium [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ Professional trip type*: the type/reason of the trip (can be professional or non-professional) [based 

on latest form data] 

▪ Attest number*: denotes whether the required attest number, if applicable to the trip type, is 

provided [based on latest form data] 

▪ Quarantine: flag that dictates whether quarantine is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ Any PCR test: flag that dictates whether a first or second PCR test is required [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ PCR test 1: flag that dictates whether a first PCR test is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ PCR test 2: flag that dictates whether a second PCR test is required [based on latest form data]  

▪ Any certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate, recovery 

certificate or a negative test certificate 

▪ Vaccination certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate 

▪ Recovery certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a recovery certificate 

▪ Negative certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a negative test certificate 

▪ Applied Quarantine rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs (or not) 

to go into quarantine 10 days   

▪ Applied PCR test 1 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

first PCR test  

▪ Applied PCR test 2 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

second PCR test 

▪ Forms*: the number of arrival forms submitted 

▪ Arrival date*: the arrival date as mentioned in the form 

▪ Creation date*: the date of submission of the form 

Tests 
▪ Arrivals*: number of individuals arriving in Belgium [based on latest form data] 

▪ Future arrivals*: individuals who will be arriving Belgium on a future date. To select future arrivals 

only, select “yes” in the filter. Individuals who have arrived in in the past or today can be selected by 
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selecting “no”, whilst clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). [based on latest 

form data] 

▪ Covid risk zone: colour-coded identifier of COVID-19 infection risk outside of Belgium (orange is 

medium risk and red is high risk) 

▪ SSIN: Social Security Identification Number (rijksregisternummer/numéro d'identification du 

sécurité social) 

▪ Quarantine: flag that dictates whether quarantine is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ Any PCR test: flag that dictates whether a first or second PCR test is required [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ PCR test 1: flag that dictates whether a first PCR test is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ PCR test 2: flag that dictates whether a second PCR test is required [based on latest form data]  

▪ Any certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate, recovery 

certificate or a negative test certificate 

▪ Vaccination certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate 

▪ Recovery certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a recovery certificate 

▪ Negative certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a negative test certificate 

▪ Applied Quarantine rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs (or not) 

to go into quarantine 10 days   

▪ Applied PCR test 1 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

first PCR test  

▪ Applied PCR test 2 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

second PCR test 

▪ Total first tests: total number of first tests completed either positive or negative [based on 

Sciensano data] 

▪ Total second tests: total number of second tests completed either positive or negative [based on 

Sciensano data] 

▪ Total first tests / Arrivals: percentage of individuals who arrived/returned to Belgium and who 

received a first test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Total tests 1 with SSIN: total number of first tests done on individuals with a SSIN provided [based 

on Sciensano data] 

▪ Total to test: total number of individuals arriving/returning to Belgium [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Total to test with SSIN: total number of individuals arriving/returning to Belgium with a SSIN 

provided [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Arrivals RED zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone [based on 

latest form data] 

▪ % test 1 tested: percentage of total first tests completed based on the selected of the parameter 

denominator % tested (totals to test with SSIN, total to test or arrivals RED zone) 

▪ % test 2 tested: percentage of total second tests completed based on the selected of the parameter 

denominator % tested (totals to test with SSIN, total to test or arrivals RED zone) 

▪ % positive test 1: percentage of first tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ % positive test 2: percentage of second tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data  
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▪ % positive tests: percentage of (first and second) tests taken which returned a positive result for 

COVID-19 infection [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Positive test 1: the number of individuals (with SSIN) who have arrived in Belgium and tested 

positive for COVID-19 infection on their first test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Positive test 2: the number of individuals (with SSIN) who have arrived in Belgium and tested 

positive for COVID-19 infection on their second test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Total positive tests: the total number of individuals who have arrived in Belgium and tested positive 

for COVID-19 infection on their (first or second) test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Negative test 1: the number of individuals (with SSIN) who have arrived in Belgium and tested 

negative for COVID-19 infection on their first test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Negative test 2: the number of individuals (with SSIN) who have arrived in Belgium and tested 

negative for COVID-19 infection on their second test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ No test: the number of individuals (with SSIN) who arrived/returned to Belgium and who have not 

been tested for COVID-19 infection yet [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ No SSIN code: the number of individuals who arrived/returned to Belgium without providing a SSIN 

[based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Unknown: individuals with SSIN code but missing test information [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Pos. test 1 / Total to test with SSIN: percentage of individuals (with SSIN) arriving in Belgium and 

who tested positive for COVID-19 infection for their first test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Pos. test 2 / Total to test with SSIN: percentage of individuals (with SSIN) arriving in Belgium and 

who tested positive for COVID-19 infection for their second test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Neg. test 1 / Total to test with SSIN: percentage of individuals (with SSIN) arriving in Belgium and 

who tested negative for COVID-19 infection for their first test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Neg. test 2 / Total to test with SSIN: percentage of individuals (with SSIN) arriving in Belgium and 

who tested negative for COVID-19 infection for their second test [based on Sciensano data] 
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Risk zones 
▪ Covid risk zone: colour-coded identifier of COVID-19 infection risk outside of Belgium (orange is 

medium risk and red is high risk) 

▪ Triggered*: flag that dictates whether a plf is evaluated as suspicious (arrival from red zone) and 

triggered for further evaluation for quarantaine, pcr 1 and/or pcr2 test depending on the rules 

applicable [based on latest form data] (to combine with any pcr test for having those to be tested) 

▪ Country (from)*: country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form data] 

▪ Future arrivals*: arrivals from outside of Belgium who will be arriving on a future date. To select 

future arrivals only, select “yes” in the filter. Individuals who have arrived in in the past or today can 

be selected by selecting “no”, whilst clearing the filter selects all arrivals (past/current + future). 

[based on latest form data] 

▪ Travel type*: type of arrival transport (bus, car, flight, ship or train) [based on latest form data] 

▪ Resident*: the individual has indicated that he or she is a resident of Belgium [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ Professional trip type*: the type/reason of the trip (can be professional or non-professional) [based 

on latest form data] 

▪ Quarantine: flag that dictates whether quarantine is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ Any PCR test: flag that dictates whether a first or second PCR test is required [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ PCR test 1: flag that dictates whether a first PCR test is required [based on latest form data] 

▪ PCR test 2: flag that dictates whether a second PCR test is required [based on latest form data]  

▪ Any certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate, recovery 

certificate or a negative test certificate 

▪ Vaccination certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a vaccination certificate 

▪ Recovery certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a recovery certificate 

▪ Negative certificate*: flag that indicates whether a person has a negative test certificate 

▪ Applied Quarantine rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs (or not) 

to go into quarantine 10 days   

▪ Applied PCR test 1 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

first PCR test  

▪ Applied PCR test 2 rule: the internal rule that determines whether a certain person needs to do a 

second PCR test 

▪ Arrivals*: number of individuals arriving in Belgium [based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals ORANGE zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from an orange risk zone 

[based on latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals RED zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone [based on 

latest form data] 

▪ Arrivals RED zone (last 14 days)*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone 

that has been red for at least 2 weeks [based on latest form data] 

▪ % RED zone (last 14 days)*: the percentage of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk 

zone that has been red for at least 2 weeks 

▪ Total first tests: total number of first tests completed either positive or negative [based on 

Sciensano data] 
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▪ Total first tests / Total to test with SSIN: percentage of individuals (with SSIN) who arrived/returned 

to Belgium from a red risk zone and had a first test for COVID-19 infection [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Positive test 1: the number of individuals who arrive/returned to Belgium from a red risk zone and 

tested positive for COVID-19 infection on their first test [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ % positive test 1: percentage of first tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ Total tests 1 with SSIN: total number of first tests done on individuals with a SSIN provided [based 

on Sciensano data] 
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Data Export 
▪ Arrival month: month of arrival (based on the arrival date) 

▪ Arrivals*: number of individuals arriving in Belgium [based on latest form data] 

▪ Total to test with SSIN Triggered: total number of individuals arriving/returning to Belgium with a 

SSIN provided and requested to do PCR testing [based on Sciensano data and Any PCR Test filter] 

▪ Country: country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form data] 

▪ Country ISO code: ISO code of the country the individuals are arriving from [based on latest form 

data] 

▪ Arrivals RED zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from a red risk zone [based on 

latest form data] 

▪ Proportion from RED zone: proportion of arrivals from a red risk zone in the total number of arrivals 

▪ Arrivals ORANGE zone*: number of individuals who arrived in Belgium from an orange risk zone 

[based on latest form data] 

▪ Proportion from ORANGE zone: proportion of arrivals from an orange zone in the total number of  

▪ Total first tests: total number of first tests completed either positive or negative [based on 

Sciensano data] 

▪ Total second tests: total number of second tests completed either positive or negative [based on 

Sciensano data] 

▪ % positive test 1: percentage of first tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data] 

▪ % positive test 2: percentage of second tests taken which returned a positive result for COVID-19 

infection [based on Sciensano data  

* data from the arrival forms is limited to availability and subject to the accuracy of the individual who 

filled it in 

 


